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These drawings have been merged by Vector-i with the intention to overview
the total of the floorplans by all parties. Based on these merged drawings,
parties can survey designs proposals and choose to approve. This merging
has been done to keep the progress in the project. This is not a fully detailed
production or construction drawing. This drawing is only meant to survey
several crucial design steps until december 2015. No rights can be derived
from this drawing.
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These drawings have been merged by Vector-i with the intention to overview
the total of the floorplans by all parties. Based on these merged drawings,
parties can survey designs proposals and choose to approve. This merging
has been done to keep the progress in the project. This is not a fully detailed
production or construction drawing. This drawing is only meant to survey
several crucial design steps until december 2015. No rights can be derived
from this drawing.
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These drawings have been merged by Vector-i with the intention to overview
the total of the floorplans by all parties. Based on these merged drawings,
parties can survey designs proposals and choose to approve. This merging
has been done to keep the progress in the project. This is not a fully detailed
production or construction drawing. This drawing is only meant to survey
several crucial design steps until december 2015. No rights can be derived
from this drawing.
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These drawings have been merged by Vector-i with the intention to overview
the total of the floorplans by all parties. Based on these merged drawings,
parties can survey designs proposals and choose to approve. This merging
has been done to keep the progress in the project. This is not a fully detailed
production or construction drawing. This drawing is only meant to survey
several crucial design steps until december 2015. No rights can be derived
from this drawing.
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These drawings have been merged by Vector-i with the intention to overview
the total of the floorplans by all parties. Based on these merged drawings,
parties can survey designs proposals and choose to approve. This merging
has been done to keep the progress in the project. This is not a fully detailed
production or construction drawing. This drawing is only meant to survey
several crucial design steps until december 2015. No rights can be derived
from this drawing.
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These drawings have been merged by Vector-i with the intention to overview
the total of the floorplans by all parties. Based on these merged drawings,
parties can survey designs proposals and choose to approve. This merging
has been done to keep the progress in the project. This is not a fully detailed
production or construction drawing. This drawing is only meant to survey
several crucial design steps until december 2015. No rights can be derived
from this drawing.
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